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Generalization of cylindrical spheromak solution to finite beta and large
reversed shear
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The well-known analytic solution for a spheromak in a cylindrical flux conserver is generalized to
the situation of finiteb with the shape of the flux conserver now being a dependent quantity.
Analytic expressions are found for the poloidal flux surfaces, beta, the safety factors at both the
magnetic axis and the wall, and the wall profile. A large reversed shear~i.e., ratio of safety factor
on magnetic axis to safety factor at the wall! can be obtained at finite beta. This feature may be
important because reversed shear in the core of tokamaks has been shown to permit stable operation
at highb. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1482071#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spheromaks are magnetohydrodynamic equilibria h
ing closed field lines in a simply connected geometry.1–5

They are an attractive configuration for a magnetic fus
reactor because they dispense with the cumbersome tor
field coils and the doubly connected topology common
tokamaks, stellarators, and reversed field pinches. This
plicity of design offers the possibility of a less expensive a
more compact reactor. Spheromak physics is also releva
solar and astrophysical plasmas and, in particu
spheromak-like equilibria have been proposed for the s
corona6 and also as the ejecta of the accretion disks7 found in
diverse astrophysical situations. Extensive modeling
spheromaks has been done using the assumption of zer
drodynamic pressure compared to magnetic pressure~i.e.,
zerob!.

In particular, it has been shown that ab50 isolated
plasma inside a simply-connected conducting boundary
laxes via magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instabilities to a
force-free state¹3B5lB, wherel is a spatially uniform
eigenvalue.3 The relaxation process assumes conservatio
magnetic helicity and involves havingl gradients destabilize
nonaxisymmetric current-driven instabilities that conve
magnetic helicity across field lines; this helicity transp
process tends to reduce thel gradient and the relaxed sta
equilibrium is achieved whenl becomes spatially uniform
~if the model is extended to include the much slower proc
of helicity dissipation, then some amount ofl gradient is
required in steady state to allow for a continuous replen
ment of the helicity; here we will restrict attention to the tim
scale on which helicity is conserved and so will not consi
l gradients, i.e., we assume that there is no free energy
current-driven instabilities!. Since the relaxed state repr
sents a situation where there is no longer free energy
current-driven instabilities, the remaining possibility for i
stability is pressure-driven instability, i.e., instabilities ass
ciated with finiteb.

a!Electronic mail: pbellan@its.caltech.edu
3051070-664X/2002/9(7)/3050/7/$19.00
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A commonly used force-free spheromak equilibrium
the so-called Bessel-function model~also called the
Chandrasekhar–Kendall model! which is based on the as
sumptions that the configuration is symmetric about thez
axis and is enclosed by a perfectly conducting cylindri
shell having radiusa and heighth.5,8,9 The purpose of this
paper is to generalize theb50 Bessel function solution to
finite b situations and to make a preliminary consideration
the ramifications of finiteb. We note that finiteb spheromak
equilibria have been calculated previously,10–13 but these
equilibria were not generalizations of the cylindrical Bes
function solution.

II. REVIEW OF THE STANDARD CYLINDRICAL
SPHEROMAK

The standard cylindrical spheromak has a magnetic fi

B5
1

2p
~¹c3¹f1m0lc¹f!, ~1!

where the poloidal flux function is

c~r ,z!5c0

rJ1~gr !

r 0J1~gr 0!
coskz. ~2!

The magnetic axis is located atr 5r 0 , z50 and is wherec
attains its maximum value,c0 . The axial wave number is
quantized to bek5p/h so thatc vanishes at the top an
bottom of the cylinder, i.e., atz56h/2. The requirement
that c vanishes at the cylinder wallr 5a constrains the ei-
genvalueg to be such thatga5x11, wherex1153.832 is the
first zero ofJ1 . The location of the magnetic axis is dete
mined by the requirement thatc0 is the maximum value ofc
and this condition givesgr 05x01, wherex0152.405 is the
first zero ofJ0 . The eigenvalueg is related tol and k by
g25l22k2. In order to avoid tilt instability the heighth is
constrained to satisfyh,1.8a.14,15

This force-free solution has been used previously a
proxy to study the stability of finiteb spheromaks with re-
spect to interchange modes. Because the magnetic she
force-free relaxed states is very low, these studies imply
spheromaks should not be able to support ab exceeding less
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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than 0.01 on the presumption that the force-free solutio
indeed a good approximation to the finiteb equilibrium.
However, experiments demonstrate16 that spheromaks ca
supportb as high as 0.2 without interchange instability; th
discrepancy with the theoretical predictions casts doubt
the validity of using the results of ab50 equilibrium to
calculate the stability properties of a finiteb equilibrium.

III. REQUIRED PROPERTIES FOR A FINITE b
SPHEROMAK

The spheromak is assumed to be axisymmetric so tha
equilibrium is governed by the Grad–Shafran
equation,17,18

r
]

]r S 1

r

]c

]r D1
]2c

]z2 14p2m0r 2
]P

]c
1m0I

]

]c
~m0I !50. ~3!

In order to be relevant to a spheromak the solution to Eq.~3!
must have the following properties:

~1! The poloidal fluxc(r ,z) must vanish both atr 50 and
on some outer boundary. Unlike the cylindrical mod
we will not specify the profile of the outer boundary, b
instead will let this profile be part of the solution. We a
interested in solutions that are symmetric inz. Regular-
ity at r 50 requires the poloidal flux to be a function o
r 2 for an azimuthally symmetric function.19

~2! The pressure is non-negative and sinceP5P(c), the
pressure must be of the formP5P01k1c1k2c2

1¯ , whereP0 and the coefficientsk1 ,k2 ,... arecon-
stants.

~3! Since I 5I (c), the current can be expressed asm0I
5l1c1l2c21 ¯ , where the coefficientsl1 ,l2 ,...
are constants. There is no constant term in this expan
so thatI and hence the toroidal field vanish at the w
~this feature is what allows the spheromak to be sim
connected and is in contrast to tokamaks or rever
field pinches which do have a constant term and wh
are not simply connected!.

~4! There must be a local maximum in the poloidal flux
order to have a magnetic axis. We definec0 to be the
value of the poloidal flux at the magnetic axis, i.e., t
maximum value of the poloidal flux.

IV. DERIVATION OF THE FINITE b SOLUTION

We now assume the simplest nontrivial pressure and
rent functional dependence that have the properties li
above, i.e., we assume

P5P0c/c0 ,
~4!

m0I 5lc,

and seek a solution forc.
In order to proceed, we first make the following set

definitions and prescriptions:

~1! The pressure vanishes on the flux surface wherec50;
this is the boundary of the spheromak.
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~2! We define the radiusr 0 to be the radius of the magneti
axis. Thus,

c05E
0

r0
Bz~r,0!2prdr . ~5!

~3! The averageBz in the midplanez50 between the geo
metric axisr 50 and the magnetic axisr 5r 0 is defined
asB0 so that

B05
*0

r0Bz~r,0!2prdr

*0
r 02prdr

5
c0

pr 0
2 . ~6!

~4! Lengths are normalized tor 0 so

r̄5r/r0, z̄5z/r0. ~7!

~5! The nominal ratio of hydrodynamic pressure to poloid
magnetic pressure atz50 is defined as

b5
m0P0

B0
2 . ~8!

Strictly speaking, this defines the poloidalb, but since
the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field energies in
spheromak are comparable, the poloidal and toroidalb’s
will be comparable~the total toroidal and poloidal field
energies are exactly equal for a spheromak ifb50!. All
numerical b values specified in the remainder of th
paper are the poloidalb defined by Eq.~8!. Thusb51
means that the poloidal field energy is approximat
equal to the thermal energy; the qualification ‘‘approx
mate’’ is used here becauseB0 is a nominal poloidal field
magnitude andP0 is the peak pressure.

~6! Both l andc are written in nondimensional form as

l̄5lr0,
~9!

c̄5c/c0.

Using these definitions and Eq.~4! the Grad–Shafranov
equation becomes

r̄
]

] r̄
S 1

r̄

]c̄

] r̄
D 1

]2c̄

] z̄2 14b r̄ 21l̄2c̄50. ~10!

We now define

x5c̄14
b

l̄2
r̄ 2, ~11!

so that the inhomogeneous Grad–Shafranov equation,
~10!, becomes the homogeneous equation

r̄
]

] r̄ S 1

r̄

]x

] r̄ D1
]2x

] z̄2 1l̄2x50. ~12!

Thus, x satisfies a Helmholtz-type equation which has
infinite set of solutions. Sincec̄ must be an even function o
z̄ we attempt a solution of the form,

x5 r̄ g~ r̄ !cosk̄z̄, ~13!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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wherek̄ is an arbitrary wave number and would correspo
to an un-normalized wave numberk5 k̄/r 0 . Using this as-
sumption Eq.~12! becomes

r̄
d

dr̄ S 1

r̄

d

dr̄
r̄ g~ r̄ ! D2 k̄2r̄ g~ r̄ !1l̄2r̄ g~ r̄ !50, ~14!

which reduces to

d2g

dr̄2 1
1

r̄

dg

dr̄
1S l̄22k22

1

r̄ 2Dg50. ~15!

Equation~15! has the solutionsg5sJ1(Al̄22 k̄2r̄ ) if l̄. k̄

andg5sI 1(Ak̄22l̄2r̄ ) if l̄, k̄, wheres is a constant to be
determined. Since we are interested in solutions havin
local maximum forc, we choose the solution involvingJ1

~solutions involvingI 1 are relevant to solar coronal loop
and are described elsewhere20!. The relevant solution to the
Grad–Shafranov equation is therefore,

c̄~ r̄ ,z̄!5s r̄ J1~ ḡ r̄ !cosk̄z̄24
b

l̄2
r̄ 2, ~16!

where ḡ5Al̄22 k̄2. We also have the boundary conditio
that c̄( r̄ ,z̄)51 at r̄ 51, z̄50 so

15sJ1~ ḡ !24
b

l̄2
. ~17!

This can be solved to determines, i.e.,

s5

114
b

l̄2

J1~ ḡ !
. ~18!

Thus, the finiteb spheromak has the poloidal flux function

c̄~ r̄ ,z̄!5S 114
b

l̄2D r̄
J1~ ḡ r̄ !

J1~ ḡ !
cosk̄z̄24

b

l̄2
r̄ 2. ~19!

The solution in the original~i.e., dimensioned! coordinates is

c~r ,z!

c0
5S 11

4b

l2r 0
2D r

r 0

J1~gr !

J1~gr 0!
coskz2

4br 2

l2r 0
4 , ~20!

whereg5Al22k2. The force-free spheromak solution co
sists of settingb50.

The magnetic axis is located at the maximum ofc(r ,z).
This position has coordinatesz50, r 5r 0 and is the radial
location where]c/]r 50. Thus,r 0 is the solution of

S 11
4b

l2r 0
2D d

dr S r

r 0

J1~gr !

J1~gr 0! D2
8b

l2r 0
3 50. ~21!

Using the Bessel identities,

d

ds
~sJ1~s!!5sJ0~s!, ~22!

sJ2~s!52J1~s!2sJ0~s!, ~23!

Eq. ~21! can be solved forb to give
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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b5
l2r 0

2

4

J0~gr 0!

J2~gr 0!
. ~24!

As expected, settingb50 constrains the magnetic axis fo
force-free equilibria to be atr 05x01/g wherex01 is the first
root of J0 .

Equation~24! shows thatb is not an independent vari
able but instead is a function oflr 05A(kr0)21(gr 0)2 and
of gr 0 . The constraint given by Eq.~24! forces c(r ,z)
5c0 to be the maximum ofc; without this constraint Eq.
~20! would give c(r ,z)5c0 , when r 5r 0 and z50 but
c(r ,z) would not necessarily be a maximum at this locatio

Substituting forb back into Eq.~20! gives

c~r ,z!

c0
5S 11

J0~gr 0!

J2~gr 0! D r

r 0

J1~gr !

J1~gr 0!
coskz

2
J0~gr 0!

J2~gr 0!

r 2

r 0
2 , ~25!

which now satisfies the constraints thatc(r 0,0)51 and also
that r 5r 0 , z50 is the location of the maximum value ofc.

V. GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THE FINITE b
SOLUTION

A. Outer radius, height, and profile of the minor
cross section

The radial outer boundary of the spheromak is atz50
and the radial location wherec vanishes. If we define this
outer radius asr 5a then, using identity Eq.~23!, the condi-
tion c(a,0)50 becomes

2J1~ga!5J0~gr 0!ga ~26!

which givesga as a transcendental function ofgr 0 .
The b50 equilibrium corresponds to solving Eq.~26!

by settinggr 05x01 andga5x11 so that the right- and left-
hand sides in Eq.~26! are each zero. For the more gene
case of finiteb, Eq. ~26! can be solved forga in terms of
gr 0 and so givea/r 0 , the ratio of the outer radius to th
radius of the magnetic axis. In addition, there are the c
straints thata.r 0 and thatb must be non-negative. Figure
plots a/r 0 and shows thata/r 0 decreases asgr 0 decreases
below x01, the force-free value. The point at the upper rig
corner on this finite length curve isgr 05x0152.405 and
a/r 05x11/x0151.593, theb50, force-free limit. Sinceb
increases asgr 0 decreases, the decrease ofa/r 0 asgr 0 de-
creases corresponds to Shafranov shift of the magnetic
~i.e., an outwards shift with increasingb!.

The profile of the spheromak boundary is given by

z5
1

k
cos21S grJ0~gr 0!

2J1~gr ! D , ~27!

where r varies from 0 toa. For very small r , J1(gr 0)
.gr /2 and so the normalized height of the geometric axis

h

r 0
5

2

kr0
cos21~J0~gr 0!!. ~28!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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In the force-free limit whereJ0(gr 0)50, we obtain the usua
quantization relationk5p/h, but for finite b equilibria, the
relationship becomeskh52 cos21(J0(gr0)).

B. Safety factor

Sincem0I 5lc andc.Bzpr 2 near the geometric axis
the trajectory of a field line near the magnetic axis is giv
by df/dz5Bf /rBz5l/2 and so the increment in toroida
angle for a field line going up near the geometric axis
Df5lh/2. Thus, the number of toroidal turns per poloid
turn at the wall is

qwall5
l

2pk
cos21~J0~gr 0!!. ~29!

The safety factor on the magnetic axis is14

qaxis5
«1/21«21/2

lr 0
, ~30!

where

«5S c rr

czz
D

r 5r 0 ,z50

~31!

is a measure of the ellipticity of the poloidal flux surfac
near the magnetic axis. Straightforward calculation and
plication of Bessel identity Eq.~23! shows that

«5S gr 0

kr0
D 2

, ~32!

so that

qaxis5
1

gr 0

l

k
. ~33!

This is formally the same as theb50 result but nowgr 0 can
be smaller thanx01. Thusqaxis can be much larger for finite
b than forb50.

FIG. 1. Normalized outer radiusa/r 0 vs gr 0 .
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The ratio of the safety factor on the magnetic axis to
value at the wall is

qaxis

qwall
5

2p

gr 0 cos21~J0~gr 0!!
, ~34!

which is independent ofk and increases whengr 0 decreases;
this is an approximate measure of the shear of the magn
field.

Sinceb, qaxis, andqwall are all functions ofgr 0 andkr0 ,
these quantities can be compared by making contours in
positive quadrant of thegr 0 , kr0 plane withgr 0 restricted to
be no larger thanx0152.405 so thatb is non-negative.

These analytic solutions should be useful for extend
interchange stability calculations21–23of spheromaks to finite
b and also for suggesting optimum wall shapes. Figure
gives plots ofqwall , qaxis, b, andh/r 0 as functions ofgr 0

andkr0 ; the locus of solutions withgr 05x0152.405 are the
b50, force-free solutions. Figure 3 plotsqaxis/qwall as a
function of gr 0 . Figure 4 plots poloidal flux contours fo
several different choices ofgr 0 and kr0 ; these plots are
arranged to correspond to the axes of Fig. 2. The right-h
column of plots in Fig. 4 consists of thegr 05x0152.405
force-free,b50 solutions. Figure 4 shows that as the out
most flux profile becomes more rounded and then more
angular, a higherb results. Furthermore, by makinggr 0

small, the spheromak becomes more oblate and so shou
more immune to tilt instability. The solutions in Fig. 4 sho
that it is possible to have quite a range of shear profiles
b values and that some of these solutions haveq,1 every-
where while others haveq.1 on the magnetic axis andq
!1 at the wall.

These solutions indicate that ifgr 0 is significantly less
thanx0152.405 and if the boundary has an appropriate p
file, it is possible to have a very large poloidalb and a strong
reversed shear~i.e., qaxis@qwall!. These features are of con
siderable interest because recent tokamak studies24,25 have
shown that reversed shear has desirable stabilizing prope
and allows operation at much higherb than conventional
shear~i.e., whereqaxis,qwall!. The region of shear reversal i
reversed shear tokamaks is localized to a core region
rounding the magnetic axis and this localized region i
proves the overall performance substantially. The finiteb
spheromak equilibria presented here have reversed shea
erywhere and so the entire plasma corresponds to the be
cial core region of a reversed shear tokamak. The nonci
larity appropriate for the reversed-shear equilibrium
prescribed by Eq.~25!. Spheromaks differ from tokamak
because the toroidal field vanishes at the wall of a sphe
mak, whereas the toroidal field is finite at the wall of a t
kamak and is essentially the vacuum toroidal field produ
by the coils. Thus,q must eventually increase as the wall
approached in a tokamak. In contrast,q decreases in a
spheromak as the wall is approached because the toro
field goes to zero in which case the only contributor toqwall

is the helicity of the wall field lines as they circle the ge
metric axis.

Because the usual direct current~dc! helicity injection
method used for creating and sustaining spheromaks ten
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Plots ofqwall , qaxis, b, and h/r 0 as functions ofgr 0 and kr0 using Eqs.~29!, ~33!, ~24!, and ~28!, respectively. The horizontal coordinategr 0

5x0152.405 corresponds to the force-freeb50 cylindrical spheromak.
dc
n
io
n

es.

tu-
in
so

on
the
of

r a
FIG. 3. Plot of shearqaxis/qwall as a function ofgr 0 . Shear increases asgr 0

decreases belowx0152.405, the force-force free value.
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
disrupt flux surfaces, it would probably be optimal to use
helicity injection to form a lowb seed spheromak and the
build up the current andb of this seed spheromak using rad
frequency~rf! current drive and/or neutral beam injectio
since these latter two methods do not disrupt flux surfac

Although theb used here is the poloidalb and not theb
measured with respect to the total magnetic field, it is ac
ally a reasonable figure of merit because the toroidal field
spheromaks is produced solely by plasma currents and
does not represent a direct capital cost. The poloidal field
the other hand is of the order of the toroidal currents in
flux conserving wall and so, if the wall is replaced by a set
equilibrium coils with toroidal currents, the poloidalb is a
measure of how much plasma pressure is obtained fo
given financial investment in these equilibrium coils.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Poloidal flux functions for the various choices ofgr 0 andkr0 indicated above each individual plot. The set of plots are arranged so as to corre
to the axes of Fig. 2 and thec(r ,z)/c050.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 surfaces are drawn where the outermost surface is thec(r ,z)50 surface. The horizonta
and vertical coordinates are in units ofr 0 so that the magnetic axis is at the point~1,0!. These contours can also be considered as surfaces of constantP/P0

or I /I 0 , whereP0 and I 0 are the respective maxima ofP and I . The correspondingb, qaxis, andqwall are shown below each plot. In order for the majori
of the plots to be large enough to be legible, the third and fourth plots in the bottom row have been allowed to exceed the plotting area; these tworia
are of lesser interest since their height is so large as to render them tilt unstable. The right hand column of plots havegr 05x0152.405 and are the cylindrica
force-freeb50 equilibria.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A finite b extension of the well-known cylindrica
spheromak equilibrium has been derived and all relev
quantities have been shown to be functions ofgr 0 andkr0 .
This analytic solution suggests that it would be desirable
use flux conservers having the shape prescribed by Eq.~27!
rather than a simple cylinder or sphere. Theq profiles asso-
ciated with these noncylindrical, noncircular shapes h
strong reversed shear similar to what has been demonst
to be beneficial for tokamaks and so these finiteb spheromak
equilibria may have good stability properties against press
driven modes. Further investigations will be necessary to
termine the detailed stability properties of these finiteb equi-
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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libria, but the existence of a wide choice of poloidalb val-
ues, of shear values, ofq ranges, and of shape profile
suggests at least a possibility for stable finiteb equilibria. It
should be noted that absolute MHD stability might not
strictly necessary because, as has been observed in bo
kamaks and field reversed theta pinches, various non-M
effects such as sheared velocity profiles, finite Larmor rad
effects, and nonlinear saturation of instabilities can prev
an instability from becoming catastrophic.
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